FOUNDERS’ SOCIETY MEMBERS

This list represents the generous members of Tulsa Ballet’s Founders’ Society as of January 15, 2021.

Judy and Ron Altman
Jennifer and Jonathan Anthony
Ann Barnes
Mary Barnes
Billie and Howard Barnett
Monica Williford and Steve Bayles
Ludi and John Beasley
Jennifer and Byron Bighorse
Bailey Austin Bird and Chris Bird
Harold Bockelken
Donna Bost
Tammy and William Braughton
Elise and Terry Brennan
John Brock
Mary Wheeler and Spencer Brown
Carol and William Burnett
Irene Burnstein
Keil and Christopher Cadieux
Lisa and Dennis Cameron
Cheryl and Larry Chambers
Annie Chang
Sunny and Romel Chatterjee
Betty Chuculate
Kirk Clausing
Laura and Keith Colgan
Mary Lou Daniel
Marilyn Inhofe Davis
Robyn Devore
Kay Dixon
Doerner, Saunders, Daniel and Anderson, LLP
Chrystal and Jake Dollarhide
Connie and Terry Doverspike
Wendy and Gentrer Drummond
Diane and Alexander Eaton
Charlotte and Wade Edmundson
Stephanie and Matt Farris
Jean Ann and Thomas Fausser
Anne and William Finger
Patty Lou Floyd
Cheryl and John Forrest
Stephanie Forrest
Abby Kurin and Chuck Foxen
Kitty and John Frame
Janie and Earl Funk
Lou Ann and David Gibson
Diane Glass
Beverly Golden
Ann Graves
Jane Grimshaw
Vanessa and Eric Gross
Jacqui and Roger Haglund
Katrine and Ramez Hakim
Michelle Hardesty
Julia and David Harper
Julia Harris
Michelle and Jeff Hartman
The Helmerich Trust
Leanne Helmerich
Peggy Helmerich
Betsy and Bryan Hendershot
Bonnie and Frank Henke
Linda Strong and Steve Higgins
June Patton and David Hogan
Mary Lee Townsend and Burt Holmes
Nicole Hopkins
Laura and Walt Hulse
Jeannine and Rob Irwin
Soohyun and Marvin Jin
Sarah and David Karimian
Lou C. Kerr
Allie and Trevor Killblane
Andrew Kinslow and Russ Kirkpatrick
Bonnie Klein
Suzanne and Jim Kneale
Pat Bryson and Mike Kojundic
Ma Cong and Thomas Landrum
Jay and Edward Lawson
Lois Lee
Geneva and Kirby Lehman
Janet Cheek and Scott Lester
Rita Levit
Susan and Craig Lindberg
Keith Lough
Andrew Malati
Barbara and Charles McEntee
Laura and Jose Medina
Millie Millsapugh
Cathryn and James Moore
Nicole and Matt Morgan
Ruth Nelson and Thomas Murphy
Cindy and Michael Noland
Tracy and David Nonweiler
Lisa Owens
Lindsay Patterson
Jacqueline Kouri and Gary Paxton
Kathleen Pence
Hilary and Nic Penrod
Maurine Perry
Frauke Petersen
Betty Pirnat
Jacqueline Poe
Porscha Radcliffe and Laurence Rooney
Beth Rainey
Shannon and Eric Richards
Faye and Marvin Robinowitz
Hannah and Joe Robson
Maggie and Pete Roth
Michael Sanditen
Janet Selser and Robert Schaefer
Rovilla and Kent Schell
Lynn Schusterman
Stephanie and Thomas Seymour
Tonya and Kenneth Skillman
Julie and Ken Smith
William Smith
Jane Sneed
Georgia and Kenneth Snoke
Eileen Schumleffle and Dave Sopark
Belynda and Weldon Spitzer
Kim Smith and Robert Stanley
Sandy and John Stava
Sheri and Charles Stinson
Crystal and Jim Stovall
Janet Stucky
Barbara Sylvan
Melanie and Thomas Tate
Cioré Taylor
Diana Taylor
Skip Teel
Susan and William Thomas
Cassie Reese Tipton and Evan Tipton
Tulsa Bone and Joint
Donna O’Rourke and Tom Twomey
Kayla and Scott Vaughn
Marian and Max Vowel
Elizabeth and Frederick Warren
Jim Watts
Lisa and Michael Webb
Susie and Don Wellendorf
Kathy and Bob West
Bobbie and Wally Whaling
Patricia Wheeler
Blair and Bob Williams
Marydith and Paul Williams
Mollie Williford
Diana Wolff
Lacey and William Woodring
Karen Young
Susan and Timothy Young
Debbie and Terry Zanovich
Chera Taylor and Chuck Zoellner